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The Rise of COVID 2.0? Beware the WHO’s Pandemic Industrial Complex

By Michael Welch, Dr. Meryl Nass, and Michelle Leduc Catlin, May 24, 2024

At this point in time when the worst of the sinister Coronavirus “pandemic” is thought to be
behind us, the arrival of another alert of another killer disease may be stampeding toward
us.

Escaping Mobilisation in Ukraine, Dead Unaccounted For, Nazis First to Withdraw, Western
Media Sense Collapse, Urge Peace

By Rodney Atkinson, May 24, 2024

There  are  increasing  signs  of  citizens  fighting  back  against  army recruiters  on  the  streets
and 46% of Ukrainians of military age say they will not fight in the war.

Against All Odds, Iran and Saudi Ties Remain Strong

By Steven Sahiounie, May 24, 2024

When word broke that the Iranian helicopter was thought to have crashed, Saudi Arabia was

one of the first nations to offer all help and support to Iran. Ebrahim Raisi, the 8th President
of the Islamic Republic of Iran, died in a helicopter crash on Sunday, along with his Foreign
Minister and others.

Washington Digs In Deeper on Its Support for Israel

By Philip Giraldi, May 24, 2024
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Judging by developments over the past several weeks, it would appear that nothing going
on in Washington matters quite as much as defending Israel no matter what the Jewish state
does. The White House and its befuddled leader President Joe Biden are obsessed with every
twist  and turn of  the Israel  and media  shaped narrative,  basing it  on two key words
“terrorism” and “antisemitism.”

Indeed, There Is No Comparison. Israel’s Crimes Are Far Worse Than Hamas’. Jonathan Cook

By Jonathan Cook, May 24, 2024

There is  one thing we should all  be able  to  agree with  Benjamin Netanyahu on:  Any
comparison between Israel’s war crimes and those of Hamas is, as the Israeli prime minister
put it, “absurd and false” and a “distortion of reality”.

The Conflict in Ukraine: How Do Matters Stand?

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, May 24, 2024

Putin’s  original  goals  were  the  liberation  of  the  Donbas  region,  and  denazification  and
demilitarization  of  Ukraine.  How  denazification  and  demilitarization  of  Ukraine  were  to  be
accomplished without the conquest of Ukraine was never clear.

Palestinian Resistance Denounces U.S. Floating Pier in Gaza

By Sara Flounders, May 24, 2024

The pier, built at a cost of $320 million, is part of the enormous $26 billion in additional aid
to  Israel  that  Biden recently  approved as  part  of  the supplemental  aid  package.  That
package was a public statement of complete support for genocide in Gaza. Committing
1,000 U.S. troops confirms the U.S. determination to escalate the brutal aggression against
the Palestinian people.
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